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Disclaimer

1. Testing Inaccuracies and False Positives

DO NOT Get Tested or YOUR Life Will Never Be Your Own Again (video 6:41 min April 23) (Jul 15) 7.17.20
Dont Get the Test!! ~ Proof of Nasal Vaccines (video 8:08 min) (Jul 20) 7.23.20
Does wearing a mask cause diagnostic tests to read false-positive for COVID? (Jul 23) 7.25.20
COVID19 PCR Tests are Scientifically Meaningless 7.2.20
The tests for Covid-19 can be positive for any antibodies that cause the common cold (Jun 30) 7.1.20
COVID Antibody Tests: Here Comes More Trickery and Fakery (June 18) 5.26.20
COVID - David Crowe's brilliant new paper takes apart antibody testing by Jon Rappoport 5.16.20
Antibody Testing for COVID-19 (David Crowe's Detailed Report) 5.15.20
FDA Warns Abbott Coronavirus Tests (using ID NOW) Could Be Inaccurate 5.14.20
Washington State - Washington State recalls 12,000 coronavirus test kits - due to possible contamination! 4.20.20
The President of Tanzania Sends In Swabs from Lots of Random Items for CV-19 Testing – All But the Motor Oil Tested POSITIVE! 4.20.20
CDC Sent Useless Test Kits To States, Tainted With Coronavirus (creating huge inaccuracies) 4.23.20
Coronavirus testing kits heading to the UK found to be contaminated with Covid-19 4.1.20
Don't Get the CV Swab TEST !!!~ Most Likely Contains the CRSPR Virus Itself! (video 29 min) 3.25.20
No Trace of Truth - We’re all imprisoned by lies from our trusted leaders 3.28.20

2. Refusing Testing
3. Vaccines

CDC Admits 98 Million Americans Were Given Cancer Virus Via The Polio Shot during 1955-1963 (5:05 min video) (Mar 27, 2017) 6.30.20
Spanish Flu Did Not Kill 50,000,000 Vaccines Did and They Are Repeating the Same Pattern Again Now (April 23) (video 3:09 min) 5.18.20
The Vaccine that Killed 50,000,000 4.28.20
"WHO offered me 20 million dollars to put a little toxic in my Covid-19 remedy" – Madagascar President exposes WHO 5.18.20
Moderna Vaccine Trial Catastrophe: Moderna Vaccine has 20% 'Serious' Injury Rate in High Dose Group (May 22) 5.23.20
Report: Covid-19 patients recovering quickly after getting experimental drug remdesivir 4.17.20
Gilead stock pops 8% after report says coronavirus drug trial shows encouraging early results 4.17.20
No Trace of Truth - We're all imprisoned by lies from our trusted leaders 3.28.20

4. Refusing Vaccines

FAQs on Everything You Wanted to Know About Informed Consent But Did Not Know Whom to Ask 5.30.20
How to Decline a Vaccine 5.28.20
The Injection Fraud – It’s Not a Vaccine 5.27.20
U.S. GOVT LOSES LANDMARK VACCINE LAWSUIT - Forced vaccinations now can be legally stopped-no quality control for 32 years 4.25.20
How To Legally Avoid Unwanted Immunizations Of All Kinds 3.18.20

5. Prevention

IMPORTANT! - Coronavirus Lingers in Air of Crowded Spaces, New Study Finds 4.27.20
CDC study suggests coronavirus can travel 13 feet in air and live on shoes (dated April 13) 4.14.20
The Power of Social Distancing - Watch as ping-pong balls and mouse traps illustrate why social distancing works! 4.17.20
Garlic Water - The Immune Strengthening the Ancient Egyptian Way, The Antiviral Means of Egyptian Priests – and Directions 6.17.20
6. Treatment

Temperature Limit of 99.9 Deg F for Indication of Coronavirus 3.14.20
Common Symptoms of the Coronavirus - Chart - All - Including the Most Common Fever (88%), Dry Cough (68%), Fatigue (38%) 4.20.20
COVID patients defend Dr. Bartlett's 'silver bullet' medicine regimen (the inhaled steroid Budesonide) 7.8.20
COVID-19 AND BLOOD CLOTS - In Italy The Cure For Coronavirus Is Finally Found (Video 3:52 min) (Jun 13) 7.1.20
HCQ+Az+Zn - Successes! - Early Outpatient Treatment of Symptomatic, High-Risk Covid-19 Patients that Should be Ramped-Up Immediately as Key to the Pandemic Crisis (May 27) 5.30.20
Homemade HCQ (quinine) (Aug 4) 8.7.20
HCQ - HOME RECIPE FOR HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE (HCQ) (From an email) 5.16.20
This At-Home Treatment Can Knock Out Any Virus – Including the Coronavirus, Dr. Frank Shallenberger, MD (March 9) 5.16.20
COVID: breathing ventilators, New York, death rate (due to lack of enough oxygen!) 5.9.20
Common Chinese Treatment for Corona Virus Cured in Four Days 4.18.19
Dr. Brownstein - I encouraged people to take high doses of vitamins A, C, D, and iodine at the first sign of an illness. 4.11.20
HCQ - LA doctor: COVID-19 patients go from 'very ill' to 'symptom-free' in 8 to 12 hours using hydroxychloroquine and zinc 4.7.20
BREAKTHROUGH? Single dose of common agricultural drug Ivermectin found to “essentially eliminate all viral material” of COVID-19 coronavirus within 48 hours 4.5.20
Corona Virus Cure Found - called Tea in India 3.26.20
I had COVID-19 and here is my story
**List of Rife Frequencies - Including Coronavirus - Computer Programs Available for Use**

**Niti Pots**

**Proactive Measures to Rally Your Immune System 3.15.20**

**Reverse Pneumonia in 3 Hours (4:08 min video) 3.20.20**

**Rod's Favorite Buffered Vitamin C Pills 3.8.20**

---

**Safe Dose of Selenium per Day**

**Successful High-Dose Vitamin C Treatment of Patients with Serious and Critical COVID-19 Infection (IVC dosing was in the range of 10,000 mg - 20,000 mg a day for 7-10 days)**

Sunlight destroys virus quickly, new govt. tests find, but experts say pandemic could last through summer 4.19.20

Using ventilators are the wrong protocol! Doctors are now starting to treat the hemoglobin oxygen binding problem. Here is a clear explanation 4.12.20

**Virus Protectors**

---

### 7. Virus Spread

Scientists say WHO ignores the risk that coronavirus floats in air as aerosol 7.4.20

8 "Facts" About Coronavirus That Are Actually Lies (Jul 16) 7.18.20

FOX 35 INVESTIGATES: Florida Department of Health says some labs have not reported negative COVID-19 results 7.14.20

**Busted: 11 COVID Assumptions Based on Fear not Fact (Jul 2) 7.4.20**

**Huge COVID case-counting deception at the CDC 7.2.20**

**Timeline of Beijing's CCP Virus Coverup - Text Version 6.4.20**

**Timeline of Beijing's CCP Virus Coverup - Chart 2 Pages 6.4.20**

**Coronavirus History and Status – from China Daily (copy from HK Phoenix News) 5.18.20**

**John Hopkin's University World Wide Confirmed Cases with World Map - Daily Stats**

http://www.padrak.com/coronavirus/index.html#DHP

---

### 8. Law Enforcement

Arkansas National Guard transporting COVID-19 patients to isolation facility (video 44.26 min - Click the play arrow to see the proper report) (Jul 16) 7.17.20

EXCLUSIVE: California apartment building locked down under mandatory quarantine of all residents, with MANDATORY COVID-19 testing; all key cards deactivated, security guards posted at entrances during "lockdown" 7.21.20

Couple under house arrest after testing positive for COVID-19 7.19.20

WHO Proposes Removing Family Members from Homes 4.11.20

Ron Paul Warning! Financial Martial Law In Progress! Prepare Yourself! — Middle Class America lives under Financial Martial Law 4.18.20

Fort Detrick bio-tech research laboratory shut down (On August 2, 2019!!!) after failed safety inspection; all research halted indefinitely (Gee, We Wonder Why?...) 4.17.20

CDC Inspection Findings Reveal More about Fort Detrick Research Suspension 4.18.20

Timeline: How coronavirus got started - Date Time Line 4.17.20

COVID, The Constitution, and Cause for Concern 4.3.20

No Trace of Truth - We’re all imprisoned by lies from our trusted leaders 3.28.20
9. Reported Data - New Cases per Day vs. Time

Coronavirus Cases History Data Plots as of 8.1.20
New Cases in USA States in 1 Day Sorted by PADRAK 8.1.20
Cases as a Percent of the Population 8.1.20
New Cases as a Percent of the Population 8.1.20
New Cases JH Data Plots for the Top 20 States in 1 Day Sorted by PADRAK 8.1.20
New Cases JH Data Plots for Top 20 Countries in 1 Day Sorted by PADRAK 8.1.20
No Trace of Truth - We’re all imprisoned by lies from our trusted leaders 3.28.20